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ONLINE CXtEDIT SERVICES BROKERING

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

This invention relates generally to automated systems for credit approval, and

more particularly to an interactive, online credit brokering service.

COPYRIGHT NOTICEfl^ERMISSION

A portion of the disclosure of this patent docimient contains material which is

subject to copyright protection. The copyright owner has no objection to the facsimile

reproduction by anyone ofthe patent document or the patent disclosure as it ^pears in

the Patent and Trademark Office patent file or records, but otherwise reserves all

copyright rights whatsoever. The following notice q)plies to the software and data as

described below andm the drawings hereto: Copyrigjit© 1999, LiveCapital.com, All

Rights Reserved.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Both consumers and businesses supply for credit in the form of loans, lines of

credit, credit cards, mortge^es, leases, etc. Credit approval is generally based in part on a

credit scoring procedure implemented by the lending institution or obtained from a third

party that specializes in credit approval systems.

Methods for credit scoring are well known throughout the credit industry, having

been developed and applied by several companies for many years. All credit scoring

methods rely on application data and credit history data. The credit scoring procedure is

based on a model that predicts the likelihood of credit repayment, based on many

variables in the credit history (e.g., number of inquiries, average days beyond terms in

paying bills, record of prior bankruptcies, tax liens, etc.) Before use, the model is

validated by extensive offlme statistical testing against a database of prior credit

experience.

Automated systems that provide credit scoring are in common use by lending

institutions. In the typical loan application process, the applicant provides information to

a human loan exanfiiner who inputs the data to a computer program. On command, this

program fetches the applicant's credit history fi'pm an online credit history database. If

the application is for a business loan, the program may also fetch the business's credit
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history fix)m a different online credit history database.

Depending on the resulting credit score and the accompanying application

information, the loan examiner may approve the loan, reject the loan, or seek more

information before making a decision, possibly in collaboration with his manager or a

loan committee. Thus, traditional loans may take up to two weeks to be approved.

In recent years, so called "instant credit" has become commonplace in department

stores, allowing a consumer to immediately apply for a store credit card The customer

service person accesses the consumer's credit history and then generally ^proves a store

credit card for a limited amount until a full credit evaluation can be performed

One simple extension ofthe current automated credit syst^ois lets the applicant

directly input the relevant information into a conq)uter, either in the bank or through a

remote connection (e.g., via the Internet). Various Internet websites now provide instant

credit applications, but these sites sinq)ly automate the process of filling in the required

information. The approval decision is still made ofiOine by a human. Other websites

process an application and provide instant pre-approval (i.e., the likelihood of credit

approval) v^thout any manual intervention by a hmnan being. A few wd)sites provide

actual instant approval of an online application (Le., the certainty ofcredit approval

subject only to detection that the application was fraudulent) without requiring a human

decision. However, such ciirrent online instant credit application systems evaluate the

applicant for only a single lending institution and for only a single typo ofcredit, i.e.,

loan or line of credit but not both.

Brokers that represent multiple credit products and multiple credit providers

currently exist in the credit industry. The broker generally performs an initial evaluation

ofthe applicant and decides which ones ofthe offered credit products and associated

lenders are most likely to approve the credit. Early broker systems typically routed a

physical application to one or more lenders, either serially or in parallel, for manual

processing. Even tod^ although the application may be transmitted electronically to a

lender, the processing is usually performed by traditional means.

Few brokers today offer online applications and almost none provide actual

approval ofan online application. Doing so opens the credit approval process to a host

ofpotential problems including (a) new ways to faisify an £q>plication, (b) tiie dif5culty
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of impartially representing multiple credit providers, (c) the sensitivity of the negative

information that a broker is legally required to provide to an unsuccessful applicant, (d)

the rapid transmission ofthe application to the selected lenders, and (e) the tracking of

payments for website traflBc generation, credit origination, and credit issuance.

A conventional credit application is vulnerable to two well-known forms of

fraud: the applicant may claim the identity of someone else, or the ^plication

infoimation may be intentionally inaccurate. An online application introduces additional

forms of fraud. For example, the £q>plicant may change his ii^)ut in response to the result

of his application, or the applicant may submit multiple applications. In general, fraud is

less detectable in an online application because the applicant is not physically present in

front of a human credit examiner. Also, fraudulent s^plications can be automatically

cloned and quickly widely distributed through the Intemet, and thus can have a much

larger and more rapid impact than a fraudulentp£^ application.

Since each credit provider represented by an online brokermay offer multiple

credit products, such as operating loans, equipment loans, leases, lines ofcredit, credit

cards, etc., the online broker must evaluate a complicated array of credit criteria to

determine the applicant's eligibility for any of tiie credit options (i.e., the combination of

the credit products and the corresponding providers). For example, a provider may offer

particular credit products only in certain states, or only in certain ZIP codes, or only to

certain types ofbusinesses, etc. Different credit providers may have different

underwriting criteria and may use different underwriting processes. Thus, different

lenders may reject the application for entirely different reasons.

Lenders also need an electronic way to input their changing product parameters

to the online broker while ensuring that the changes are authorized by the lender.

Additionally, the applicant must be prevented from fraudulently accepting offers from

more than one credit provider. Finally, the broker needs to provide an aura of

impartiality. Ifan application is approved on behalfofmore than one lender, then there

are issues concerning the order in which the results are displayed to the applicant

Under the Fair Credit Reporting Act, ifa credit application is rejected, tiie

applicant may request the reasons in writing. By using an online 2q)plication, a person

can apply for credit using another name, not for the purpose of fiaudulentiy obtaming
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credit, but rather for the purpose of trying to learn private information about the other

person (e.g., an ex-spouse or a movie star). Thus, the applicant may be lying about his

identity in order to elicit written, derogatory financial information about the target

persoa

Although an online broker must be able to rapidly submit the application to the

lender, most lenders are not willing to provide a broker witti the ability to input data

directly into the lender's system for security reasons. Instead, fax (fecsunile

transmission) or encrypted email (electronic mail) is a commonplace means ofsending

data. Once the documat has been received, the data must be entered by the lender into

the lender's system.

Each credit provider has a work-flow management process that keeps track of the

stages ofprocessing ofan applicatiort Most ofthis bookkeeping data is unavailable to a

broker. Nev^fheless, the broker needs a means oftracking these processes, because

payment offhe broker's fees depends upon them. For example, the broker needs to know

that credit has hem funded in order to be able to invoice the lender for the relevant fees.

None ofthe current brokering systems solves all the new and complex problems

that result from extending existing automated credit systems into an online environment.

Therefore, there is a need for a direct, online brokering system that supplies an impartial

selection of different credit products to the applicant and allows for actual, instant

approval of the application while securing the credit process and the financial

information upon which it relies. Such a system should also permit electronic data

exchange between the broker and associated lenders to simplify data entry for the lenders

and to automate the necessary bookkeeping tasks for the broker.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The above-mentioned shortcomings, disadvantages and problems are addressed

by the present invention, which will be understood by reading and studying the foUowuig

specificatioa

An online broker offering multiple credit products from multiple credit providers

collects application data from an applicant through a computa: network. The data is

received in one or more parts, and the broker performs a progressive cumulative filtering

at predetermined points as these parts are received. Ifthe in:ogressive cumulative
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filtering determines the applicant is ineligible for all of the credit products offered, or the

data indicates the likelihood ofa fraudulent application, the online broker sends a

rejection message as soon as the data is evaluated and terminates the application process

without collecting any further data. Assuming the applicant is not filtered out, the online

broker performs a credit evaluation on the application and prepares a list ofcredit options

(i,e., credit product and associated credit provider) for vMch the applicant is qualified.

The applicant chooses an option and the online broker uses an electronic connection with

the provider identified by the chosen credit option to send the application to the provider.

In one aspect, the applicant is presented with a list ofunconditionally approved

credit products from which to choose. In another aspect in v^ch the list contains

conditionally approved credit products, the provider ofthe chosen credit product may

require additional information from the applicant In those instances when it is able to

do so, the online broker collects the additional information and re-evaluates the applicant

accordingly. The chosen credit option is removed from the list ifthe applicant is rejected

as a result In this case, the applicant is then given the opportunity to choose another

credit option ifthere are still qualified credit options on the list.

In yet another aspect of the invention, a subsequent ^plication from the same

applicant can be blocked for a period oftime. The time period is dependoit upon the

status ofthe previous application and may be dictated by the credit option chosen for the

previous application.

Because the applicant is presented with a list of all credit options for which he or

she is qualified, the present invention allows the applicant to determine which of the

types of available credit and which credit providers are most acceptable, allowing credit

fimgibility for the applicant The online broker can provide the applicant with both

unconditionally approved and conditionally approved credit options fromvMch to

choose. When the broker and the credit provider are linked through a computer network,

the broker can quickly transmit the application to the provider and can also receive

accounting data through the same link. Furthermore, because the online broker filters the

^plication data and promptiy rejects the during the data collection phase, the applicant

is not sending sensitive data unnecessarily through the computer network. The filtering

process also analyzes the application data for fimid indicators, thus redudng tiie chances
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that a fraudulent online application is submitted to a lender.

The present invention describes systems, clients, servers, methods, and computer-

readable media ofvarying scope. In addition to the aspects and advant^es ofthe present

invention described in this summary, further aspects and advantages of the invention will

become apparent by reference to the drawings and by reading the detailed description

that follows.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 is a diagram ofone embodiment of an operating environment suitable for

practicing the present invention;

FIG. 2 is a diagram ofone embodiment ofa computer system suitable for use in

the operating environmait ofFIG. 1;

FIG. 3A is an overview diagram ofnetworked client and sender computers for

pmctidng one embodiment ofthe invention;

FIG. 3B is a diagram illustrating a sequence ofmessages exchanged among the

client and servor computers shown in FIG. 3A;

FIG. 3C is a diagram illustrating one embodiment ofa server conqmter for an

online broker.

FIG. 4 is a flowchart ofone embodiment of a credit approval method to be

performed by the server computer shown in FIG. 3C;

FIG. 5 is a flowchart ofone embodiment ofa company identification method

used in conjunction with the method of FIG. 4;

FIG. 6 is a flow chart ofone embodiment ofblocking method used in conjunction

witii the method of FIG. 4;

FIG, 7 is a flow chart ofone embodiment ofa filtering method used in

conjunction with the method ofFIG. 4;

FIG. 8 is a flow chart ofone embodiment of a credit evaluation method used in

conjimction with the method ofFIG. 4;

FIG. 9A illustrates an overview ofone embodiment of the process ofthe database

search method used in conjunction with FIG. 5;

FIG. 9B illustrates one embodiment of pre-processing data in the database for the

search ofFIG. 9A;
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FIG. 9C illustrates one embodiment of a search executed in the database ofFIG.

9A;

FIG, 9D-E illustrate one embodiment of the process of scorijog the results of the

database search ofFIG. 9A;

FIG. 10 is a diagram ofan appUcalion data structure for use in an implementation

of the invention; and

FIG. 11 is a diagram ofa provider underwriting criteria data structure for use in

an implementation ofthe invention*

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

In the following detailed description of embodiments ofthe invention, reference

is msAe to tiie accompanying drawings in which like references indicate similar

elements, and in which is shown by way of illustration specific embodunents in which

the invention may be practiced. These embodiments are described in sufficient detail to

enable those skilled in the art to practice the invention, and it is to be understood that

other embodiments may be utilized and that logical, mechaiucal, electrical, functional

and other changes may be made without departing fi-om the scope of the present

invention. The following detailed description is, therefore, not to be taken in a limiting

sense, and the scope of the present invention is defined only by the appended claims.

The detailed description is divided into five sections. In the first section, the

hardware and the operating environment in conjunction with which embodiments of the

invention may be practiced are described. In the second section, an operational overview

of the invention is presented. In the third section, methods for an embodiment ofthe

invention are provided. In the fourth section, data structures for a particular

implementation of the invention are described. Finally, in the fifth section, a conclusion

of the detailed description is provided.

Operating Environment

The following description of FIGs. 1 and 2 is intended to provide an overview of

computer hardware and otiier operating components suitable for implementing the

invention, but is not intended to limit the applicable environments. One of skill in tiie art

will immediately appreciate that the invention can be practiced with other computer

system configurations, including hand-held devices, multiprocessor systems.
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microprocessor-based or programmable consumer electronics, network PCs,

minicomputers, mainframe computers, and the like. The invention can also be practiced

in distributed computing environments v^here tasks are performed by remote processmg

devices that are linked through a communications network.

FIG. 1 shows several computer systems that are coupled together through a

network 103, such as the Internet The term "Internet" as used herein refers to a network

of networks which uses certain protocols, such as the TCP/IP protocol, and possibly

other protocols such as the hypalext transfer protocol (HTTP) for hypertext markup

language (HTML) documents that make up the World Wide Web (web). The physical

coimections ofthe Internet and the protocols and communication procedures ofthe

Internet are well known to those of skill in the art. Access to the Internet 103 is typically

provided by Internet service providers (ISP), such as the ISPs lOS and 107. Users on

client systems, such as client computer systems 121, 12S, 13S» and 137 obtain access to

the Internet through the Internet service providers, such as ISPs 105 and 107. Access to

the Internet allows users ofthe client computer systems to exchange information, receive

and send e-mails, and view documents, such as documents which have been prepared in

the HTML format These documents are often provided by web servers, such as web

server 109 which is considered to be "on" the Internet Often these web servers are

provided by the ISPs, such as ISP 105, although a computer system can be set up and

connected to the Internet without that system being also an ISP as is well known in the

art*

The web server 109 is typically at least one computer system which operates as a

server computer system and is configured to operate with the protocols ofthe World

Wide Web and is coupled to the Internet. Optionally, the web server 109 can be part of

an ISP which provides access to the Internet for client systems. The web server 109 is

shown coupled to the server compute: system 11 1 yMch itself is coupled to web content

110, which can be considered a form ofa media database or file system. It will be

appreciated that while two computer systems 109 and 1 1 1 are shown in FIG. 2, the web

server system 109 and the server computer system 111 can be one computer syston

having different software components providing the web server functionality and the

server functionality provided by the serv^ computer system 111 which will be described
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further below.

Client computer systems 121, 125, 135, and 137 can each, with the appropriate

web browsing software, view HTML pages provided by the web server 109, The ISP

105 provides Internet connectivity to the client computer system 121 through the modem

interface 123 which can be considered part ofthe client computer system 121 . The client

computer system can be a parsonal computer system, a network computer, a Web TV

system, hand-held device, or other such computer syston. Similarly, the ISP 107

provides Internet connectivity for client systems 125, 135, and 137, although as shown in

FIG. 1 , the connections are not the same for Ihese three computer systems. Qient

compute system 125 is coupled through a modem interface 127 while clirat computer

systems 135 and 137 are part ofa LAN. While FIG. 1 shows the interfaces 123 and 127

as genoically as a **modem," it will be appreciated that each ofthese intar&ces can be an

analog modem, ISDN modem, cable modem, satellite transmission interface (e.g. "Direct

PC*), or other inter£aces for coiq)ling a computer system to other conqput^ systems.

Client computer systems 135 and 137 are coupled to aLAN bus 133 through network

interfaces 139 and 141 , vAAoh can be Etfaemet network or other network interfiices. The

LAN btis 133 is also coupled to a gateway computer system 131 which can provide

firewall and other Intemet related services for the local area network. This gateway

computer system 131 is coupled to the ISP 107 to provide Intemet coimectivity to the

client computer systems 135 and 137. The gateway computer system 131 can be a

conventional server computer system. Also, the web server system 109 can be a

conventional server computer system.

Alternatively, as is well-known, a server computer system 143 can be directly

coupled to the LAN bus 133 through a network interface 145 to provide files 147 and

other services to the clients 135, 137, without the need to connect to the Intemet through

the gateway system 131.

FIG. 2 shows one example of a conventional computer system that can be used as

a client computer system or a server computer system or as a web server system. It will

also be appreciated that such a computer system can be used to perform many of the

functions ofan Intemet sarvice provider, such as ISP 105. The computer system 201

interfaces to external systems through themodem or network interface 203. It will be
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q)preciated that the modem or network interface 203 can be considered to be part of the

computer system 201. This interface 203 can be an analog modem, ISDN modem, cable

modem, token ring interface, satellite transmission interface (e.g. "Direct PC"), frame

relay, or another interface for coupling a computer system to other computer systems.

The computer system 201 includes a processor 205, which can be a conventional

microprocessor such as an Intel Pentiimi microprocessor or Motorola Powct PC

microprocessor. Memory 209 is coupled to the processor 205 by a bus 207. Memory

209 can be dynamic random access m^oiy (DRANi) and can also include static RAM
(SRAM). The bus 207 coiq>les the processor 205 to the memory 209 and also to non-

volatile storage 21 5 and to display controller 21 1 and to the input/output (I/O) controller

217. The display controller 21 1 controls in the conventional manner a display on a

display device 213 which can be a cathode ray tube (CRT) or liquid crystal display. The

input/output devices 219 can include a keyboard, disk drives, printers, a scanner, and

other input and output devices, including a mouse or other pointing device. The display

controller 21 1 and the I/O controller 217 can be implemented with convaitional well

known technology. A digital image inpni device 221 can be a digital camera which is

coupled to an I/O controller 217 in order to allow images from the digital camera to be

input into the computer system 201. The non-volatile storage 215 is often a magnetic

hard disk, an optical disk, or another form of storage for large amoimts ofdata. Some of

this data is often written, by a direct memory access process, into memory 209 during

execution of software in the computer systOTi 201 . One of skill in the art will

inmiediately recognize that the term "computer-readable medium" includes any type of

storage device that is accessible by the processor 205,

It vnU be appreciated that the computer system 201 is one example ofmany

possible computer systans \^ch have different architectures. For example, personal

computers based on an Intel microprocessor often have multiple buses, one of which can

be considered to be a peripheral bus. Network computers are another type ofcomputer

system that can be used with the present inventiort Network computers do not usually

include a hard disk or other mass storage, and the executable programs are loaded from a

network oormection into the memory 209 for execution by the processor 205. A Web

TV system, which is known in the art, is also considered to be a computer system
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according to the present invention, but it may lack some ofthe features shown in FIG. 2,

such as certain input or ou^ut devices. A typical computer system will usually include

at least a processor, memory, and a bus coupling the memory to the processor.

It will also be appreciated that the computer system 201 is controlled by

operating system software which includes a file management system, such as a disk

operating system, which is part ofthe operating system software. One example ofan

operating system software with its associated file management system software is the

operating system known as Windows '95® from Microsoft Corporation ofRedmond,

Washington, and its associated file management syst^. The file management system is

typically stored in the non-volatile storage 215 and causes the processor 205 to execute

the various acts required by the operating system to input and output data and to store

data in memory, including storing files on die non-volatile storage 215.

Operational Overview

An overview ofthe opa:ation of an embodiment ofthe invention in the

environment illustrated in FIGs. 1 and 2 is described by refermce to FIGs. 3A-C. FIG.

3A illustrates a public wide area network 301, such as the Internet, tfaroi^ which a

client computer for a credit applicant 303 can connect to a server computer for an online

broker 305, The online broker server 305 is connected to server computers for credit

providers A 307 and B 309 represented by the online broker, and to credit bureaus A 3 1

1

and B 3 13 through private networks 315. Messages containing various types of data arc

transmitted between the client computer for applicant 303 and the server computer for

the online broker 305 using any of the protocols supported by the underlying public area

network 301 . Similarly, messages are transmitted between the server computer for the

online broker 305 and server computers for the credit providers A 307, B 309, and credit

bureaus A 3 1 1 and B 3 13, using a protocol £^propriate for the corresponding underlying

private network 315. Dq>ending on the protocol, the messages can be transmitted as a

single data packet, multiple data packets, or as a data stream.

FIG. 3B illustrates a sequence of such messages exchanged between the client for

the applicant 303 and the server for the online brok^ 305 to perform the online credit

approval process ofthe invention.

The online credit approval process begins ^^en applicant 303 submits message 1
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containing application data to the broker 305. While illustrated and described in this

section in terms of a sii^le message containing the application data for ease of

explanation, the credit approval process encompasses the use of multiple £5)plication data

messages corresponding to portions ofthe application data, such as the pages ofa credit

application, as explained in the next section.

The broker 305 requests and receives the applicant's 303 credit history from the

online credit history databases maintained by credit bureauA 3 1 1 in message 2. The

broker 305 uses an automated credit scoring system to calculate a credit score for the

applicant 303 (or obtains the credit score from one ofthe credit bureaus A 3 1 1 or B 3 13)

and then performs an underwriting evaluation process that compares the ^plicant's

characteristics against the underwriting criteria for the credit options offered by the

broker, i.e., all of flie credit products from tiie credit providers A 307 and B 309 in FIG.

3B. In this local underwriting process, Ihe broker effectively is bidding on behalfofthe

credit providers. As an alternative, the broker may send the applications directiy to the

credit providers for their remote undaivriting decisions. In this case, however, privacy is

reduced because applicant information is put into many hands. Additionally, any

provider that rqects the application is legally responsible for providing the applicant

with adverse action reasons. Also, there are costs to replicate credit reports. For these

reasons, ifremote underwriting is used, the applicant data should be made anonymous,

by removing identifying information such as name. Social Security Number, Federal Tax

Id, etc.

A rejection message 3 (shown in phantom) is returned if the applicant 303 does

not qualify for any ofthe credit options offered through tiie broker 305. For example,

tiie applicant may have a poor credit score or may reside in a state not serviced by any of

the credit providers represented by the broker 305. An application may also be rejected

because the applicant has submitted more than one application within a certain time

period or becaiise the application appears fraudulent, as e;q)lained in detail in the next

sectioiL

When multiple application data messages are used, the message ordering is

slightly different The broker 305 performs a progressive cumulative filtering process

upon receipt ofone or more pre-detennined messages (illustrated as message 1) by
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comparing the application data cumulatively received against a subset of the

underwriting criteria. The broker 305 returns the rejection message 3 as soon as the

progressive cumulative filtering determines that the applicant 303 cannot quaUfy for any

ofthe credit options offered, or immediately when a prior blocking application exists or

upon detecting fraud in the application. Once all the application data is received and the

progressive cumulative filtering has not rejected the applicant 303, tiie credit history is

fetched (message 2) and the underwriting evaluation is performed.

If the underwriting evaluation determines that the applicant 303 qualifies for at

least one ofthe offered credit options, the broker 305 responds with a message 4

containing a list ofoptions from^ch the applicant 303 can choose; otherwise, the

rejection message 3 is returned. The qiplicant 303 returns its choice in message 5. The

broker 305 next determines ifthe chosen option requires additional information about the

applicant 303 and if so, can optionally request and receive the additional information

from the applicant (also illustrated as message 1) for local decisioning or for forwarding

to the lender for remote decisioning.

Ifno additional information is required or collected, or the evaluation of the

additional data does not disqualify the applicant 303, the broker 305 sends a status

message 6 to the applicant The broker 305 also sends all the data required by the chosen

lender, e.g. credit history, to the lender in message 7. It will be appreciated that the

broker 305 can also be viewed as an agent for the applicant 303 when it submits the data

to the chosen lender.

If the applicant 303 is disqualified by the additional data collected by the broker

305, the broker 305 sends a revised list of credit options (also illustrated as message 4),

assuming there is at least one option remaining. The broker 305 continues presentii^

credit options to the applicant 303 until the applicant 303 is approved (conditionally or

unconditionally) for the chosen credit option or no credit options remain for which the

applicant qualifies.

FIG. 3C illustrates log^c modules and databases used in one embodiment ofthe

compiiter server for an online broker. The server 305 communicates to the applicant 303

through an applicant inter&ce 321. The applicant inter&ce 321 sends an interactive

application form to the applicant and receives the application data corresponding to
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message 1 of FIG. 3B from the applicant 303. The application data is transferred to the

credit approval logic 323 for evaluation when it is received by the applicant interface

321.

The credit approval logic 323 calls blocking logic 325 to determine if the

application should be blocked because ofa previous application or because of potential

fraud. Certain portions of the application data may trigger fraud evaluation, while other

portions trigger past activity evaluation. Hie blocking logic 32S searches an application

database 327 for a record for the applicant Ifa record is found that indicates the

applicant had submitted a previous application, tibie current applicant may be blocked for

a period of time specified in the record The blocking logic 325 also performs fraud

analysis on the application data. When the blocking logic 325 indicates that the

application is to be blocked, the credit approval logic 323 returns rejection message 3 to

the applicant 303 through the applicant interface 321. Ifa corresponding record is not

found, one is created in the database 327 for &e applicant.

Assuming the application is not blocked, the credit s^proval logic 323 calls

filtering logic 329 at certain points in the process to determine ifthe application data

collected up to this point disqualifies ttie applicant from all ofthe credit options offered

by the broker, i.e., the progressive cumulative filtering. The filtering logic 329 refers to

a subset of the underwriting criteria for the credit options stored in a provider

underwriting criteria database 337 that corresponds to the application data received. If

the applicant 303 does not qualify for at least one of the credit options, the rejection

message 3 is returned.

If the applicant is rejected by the broker, the applicant interface 321 presents the

applicant v^th a form to fill out to request a written explanation. If such a request is

received, the broker provides this written e:q)lanation ("adverse action" letter), which can

be delivered through email or regular surface mail.

When the application is for business credit, the credit evaluation logic 335 calls

company identifier logic 331 to search a company information database 333 for a

matching company name as described in the next section. The company information

database 333 can be local or remote to the broker.

Once all the application data has been received through the applicant mterface
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321, the credit approval logic 323 calls credit evaluation logic 335 to perform the

underwriting evaluation that determines for which credit options the ^plicant is

qualified. The credit approval logic 323 ohtmns the applicant's credit history from credit

bureau 3 1 1 and determines a credit score for the appUcant 303 based on the credit

history. In one embodiment, the credit approval logic 323 uses an online credit scoring

application to create a credit score for the applicant 303. In an alternate embodiment,

the credit approval logic obtains a credit score from the credit bureau 311 that provides

the credit history or from a different credit bureau. It will be {^predated that the credit

approval logic may obtain more than one type ofcredit history for an application, e.g., a

personal and a business credit history, and also calculate or obtain more than one type of

credit score, e.g., an applicant score, a business score, a combined iqrplicant-business

score, a credit score for a specific credit product or for a specific credit provider. The

s^plication data for the £^licant 303 is then compared against the underwritmg criteria

for all ttie credit options to create a list ofqualified credit options, vMch the credit

evaluation logic 335 passes back to the credit ^^proval logic 323 for presmtation to the

applicant 303 m message 4.

The applicant's choice ofcredit option in message 5 is received by the

application interface 321 and forwarded to the credit approval logic 323. Any additional

information that is collected is passed through the application interface 321 for

evaluation by the credit evaluation logic 335 or for transfer to the chosen credit provider

307 through a provider mterface 339, Any additional information that is collected may

eliminate the chosen credit option, at v^iich point the credit evaluation logic 335 revises

the list of credit options for re-presentation to the applicant 303. The provider interface

339 can send the information to the provider 307 through encrypted email, fax, or other

electronic means.

Once the applicant 303 has been q)proved (either conditionally or

unconditionally) for the chosm credit option, the credit approval logic sends the status

message 6 to the applicant 303 through the applicant inter&ce 321 and submits the

application in message 7 to tiie chosen credit provider 307 through the provider interface

339. The credit approval logic 323 also iq)dates a blocking period ufi the applicant's

record in the application database 327 as described in the next section.
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Assuming the provider 307 requires a signed, physical contract, the provider

sends a contract to the applicant 303. Normally tiiis process will involve the non-

automated process ofa credit examiner reading the credit information and possibly

performing additional diligence. The applicant 303 then reads the contract, completes it,

signs it, and returns the executed contract to the provider 307. Once the contract is

signed, the provider 307 provides the money to the applicant 303 through a conventional

mechanism, such as automated fund transfer.

Each provider 307 periodically provides diroi^ the provider iater&ce 339

accounting and other information to the brok^ 30S regarding which applications were

successfully completed and funded. On Ifae basis ofthis information, the broker 30S

derives a payment from that lender.

The provider interface 339 is also used to collect data for the provider

imdorwriting criteria database 337. Each provider 307 sends its credit product

description and all or a portion of its underwritii^ criteria to broker 30S. The broker

stores them in the database 337 and echoes the data back to provider, v^ch then sends

confirmation or corrections.

Similarly, when the company information database 333 is local, the broker

obtains the name list from one or more credit bureaus and stores it in the database 333.

The system level overview ofthe operation of an embodiment ofthe invention

has been described in this section of the detailed description. An online broker system

collects and evaluates data from an applicant against multiple credit options offered by

the broker, and returns a Ust of credit options for which the applicant qualifies. The

applicant chooses a particular credit product and the broker forwards the application data

to the associated credit provider. When the application data is made \jp ofseveral parts,

the broker system performs a cumulative progressive filtering at predetemiine points in

the application process, and rejects the applicant as soon as the application data

cumulatively received disqualifies the applicant from all ofthe multiple credit options.

Additional data may be required for the chosen credit option and ifthe additional data is

collected and it disqualifies the applicant from the chosen credit option, the applicant can

chose a different credit option from the list.

While the mvention is not limited to any particular arrangement of software logic
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modules, one embodiment ofmodules that perform the processes of the invention has

been described. Furthermore, it will be appreciated that the type and order of the

messages exchanged between the participants, and the order in which the applicant data

is processed can vary from that presented herein without exceeding the scope ofthe

invention.

Methods ofEmbodiments ofthe Invention

In the previous section, a system level overview ofthe operations of

embodiments ofthe invention was described. In this section, the particular methods of

the invoition are described in terms ofcomputer software with reference to a series of

flowcharts in FIGs. 4-9E,

Hie methods to be performed by a server computer for the online broker 305 in

FIGs. 3A-C constitute computer programs made up ofcomputer-executable instructions.

Describing tiie methods by reference to a flowchart enables one skilled in the art to

develop such programs including such instructions to cany out the methods on suitably

configured computers (the processor ofthe computer executing the instructions from

computer-readable media). If written in a programming language conforming to a

recognized standard, such instructions can be executed on a variety ofhardware

platforms and for interface to a variety ofoperating systems. In addition, the present

invention is not described with reference to any particular programming language. It

will be appreciated that a variety ofprogramming languages may be used to implement

the teachings of the invention as described herein. Furthermore, it is common in the art

to speak of software, in one form or another (e.g., program, procedure, process,

application, module, logic.,.), as taking an action or causing a result. Such expressions

are merely a shorthand way ofsaying that execution ofthe software by a computer

causes the processor of tiie computer to perform an action or to produce a result

no. 4 illustrates one embodiment ofa credit approval method, while FIGs. 5-9E

provide additional details for some ofthe processes performed by the credit approval

method in evaluating a credit application.

Referring first to FIG. 4, the acts to be performed by an online broker server

computer executing one embodiment ofa credit approval method 400 are shown. The

credit approval metiiod 400 is divided into two phases: a data collection phase and a data
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evaluation phase. The data collection phase sends one or more portions ofthe

application as screens to the applicant*s client computer, such as cUait computer 303 in

FIGs. 3A-C. In one embodiment, the application screens correspond to the pages on a

physical credit application. The applicant fills in the information requested on each

screen, such as:

Characteristics of desired credit (e.g., amoimt, intended purpose);

Company information ifthe credit is for a business (e.g., company name and

address, industry, federal tax id number, fax number, checking account balance,

years in business, annual sales);

Consumer information (e.g., name and address, email address^ home and work

phone number, Social Security number, annual mcome, personal worth, email,

phone).

If the credit is for a business, the applicant would be the business owner (or an

officer ofa corporation), and the information might include other owner information

such as years as an owner, percent ownership, optional contact name if different fi:om

owner, etc.

As each screen is filled in by the applicant, it is returned to the broker's server

where it is checked for accuracy. For example, phone numbers must have 9 or 10 digits,

Social Security numbers must have 9 digits,, checking account balances cannot be imder

$1 or over $1 million, email addresses must have an@ symbol and a period, etc. (block

401). If detailed Standard Industrial Classification (SIC) information is essential but the

applicant does not input its SIC code, the broker's server can return a list of SIC codes to

the applicant Because the entire list ofSIC codes is very lengthy, in one embodunent

the applicant describes Uie business in the context ofa natural language sentence and the

words in this description are used as weighted search keywords into an inverted list of

SIC codes and meanings. Other embodiments incorporating different SIC designation

mechanisms will be immediately apparent to one of skill in the art and are mthin the

scope ofthe invention.

The screen is returned to the client compxiter for correction, if necessary. When

the screen contains a company name, the method 400 performs a company identification

method, described in conjunction with FIG. 5 below, to verify the existence and identity
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of the company.

After the error check is completed for each screen, the method 400 determines

whether a past activity analysis should be performed on the application data (block 403).

In one embodiment, an application can be blocked because the applicant has previously

applied for, or been approved for, credit within a pre-determined time period. If

sufficient data has not yet been received to perform the past activity analysis or the

applicant's past activity does not block the application (block 404), the method 400

determines whether a fraud analysis should be performed on the application data (block

40S). In one embodiment, an application that is likely to be fraudulent is also blocked

(block 406). If the application is blocked by either analysis, the method 400 terminates

with a rejection message to the applicant (block 42S). In an alternate embodiment, an

application that is found to be potentially fraudulent is not rejected but instead is flagged

as a questionable application for later analysis. A detailed flowchart illustrating an

embodiment ofa blocking method that performs both the past activity and fraud analysis

is shown in FIG. 6 and described in more detail below.

If the application is not blocked or is not sufficient for either analysis, the method

400 determines ifthe progressive cumulative filtering should be performed on the

cumulatively received application data (block 407). If so, the data is evaluated against a

subset of the full underwriting criteria to determine ifthe applicant qualifies for any of

the offered credit options, i.e., any credit product from any of tiie credit providers

represented by the online broker. If there are no credit options for which the applicant is

qualified (block 408), the credit approval method 400 terminates with a rejection

message to the applicant One embodiment ofa filtering method is illustrated in FIG. 7

and described further below.

Assuming the applicant qualifies for at least one credit option at block 408 and

the application is not complete (block 409), another screen is sent to the applicant at

block 401 to obtain more data. The data collection phase represented by blodcs 401

through 409 is repeated until either the applicant is rejected, or all the application data

has been received and the applicant can qualify for at least one credit option. In an

alternate embodiment (not shown), the last screen sent to the £^lication is a legal

agreement that must be accepted before the data evaluation phase can begia Ifthe legal
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agreement is not accq)ted, the method 400 tenmnates with a rejection message to the

applicant.

It is important that a rejection message appears promptly during the data

collection phase, so that the applicant does not submit a lot ofadditional private

information that is irrelevant Any time an applicant is rejected by the credit approval

method 400, the applicant is entitled by law to an explanation of the reason(s) for the

rejection. In one embodiment, the rejection message sent to the applicant at block 425

includes a form that that the applicant prints out and returns to the broker to trigger an

offline "adverse action" letter.

Once all the application data has been collected, at least one credit history is

fetched, the applicant is given at least one credit score, and the application is compared

against all the underwriting criteria specified by the credit providers (block 41 1). The

application can be evaluated ag^iUit conditionally or unconditionally approved credit

options, or against a mixture of tiie two. Ifthe applicant qualifies for at least one credit

product with a category ofapproved, then the application is approved Ifthe applicant

qualifies for at least one credit product with a category of conditionally approved, then ,

the application is conditionally approved. A given application can be approved, or

conditionally approved, or both. One embodiment of the credit evaluation method

represented by block 41 1 is described below in conjunction with FIG. 8.

If the credit evaluation indicates that the application is either conditionally or

unconditionally approved (block 413), a list of qualified credit products and the

associated lenders is presented to the applicant (block 415). Otherwise, the method 400

terminates with a rejection to the applicant In one embodiment, the processing

represented by block 415 includes "pruning'* the list to narrow the choices. The pruning

can be random or systematic. If systematic, it may be based, for example, on the

comparative demographics ofthe credit providers (e.g., which is the largest), on prior

broker experience (e.g., which is most likely to be chosen)^ on economics (e.g., which

maximizes the expected fee gained by the broker), or on a combination ofthese and other

factors. One of skill in the art will immectiately s^preciate that the pruning criteria can

uiclude many different elements without departing from the scope ofthe mvention.

The method 400 waits to receive a choice of credit option from the applicant
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(block 417). In one embodiment, ifno choice is made before a pre-determined time

limit, the method 400 terminates. In an alternate embodiment, the applicant is also given

the choice of suspending the decision for a certain time period. If that choice is made,

the status of the application is saved and die applicant can resume the process during the

time period. If the decision is not made within the time period, the application is

considered void.

When a choice is made, the method 400 determines ifthe chosen option requires

additional data (block 419). The additional information may be required because the

applicant has chosen a conditionally approved credit option. For example, assume the

applicant chose a conditionally approved SBA (Small Business Administration) loan and

thus needs to answer questions specific to SBA loans. Also, to the extent that even

approved options are conditional on the absmce of fiaud, there may be additional

questions and screening for approved credit options. For example, a lender might have its

own online list of fiaudulent social security numbers. Additionally, Ifae rates and fees for

an approved option ought dq)rad on whether or not the applicant is already a cUent of

that lender. In some instances, the additional datamay be tax-related and is retrieved

from a public data base of tax records. The collection and evaluation ofthe additional

information proceeds as directed by the requirements and limitations ofthe chosm credit

provider.

When the method 400 can evaluate the additional data online, it obtains the data

from the applicant and applies additional underwriting criteria specified by the particular

lender (block 429). For a conditional approval credit product, the credit q)proval method

400 determines if the ^plicant can be unconditionally approved or rejected for the

chosen credit product based on the additional information, and marks the application

accordingly. Otherwise, the application continues to be marked as conditionally

approved. The lender's particular firaud checks are carried out at block 429 for botii

approved and conditionally approved credit products. A negative result fix)m the fi:aud

check results in tiie application being marked as rejected

Ifthe applicant is approved, either conditionally or unconditional^, for the credit

option (block 43 1 ), the method 400 submits data regarding the application to the

provider as described below (block 421). Otiierwise, the credit product is removed firom
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the list (block 433). Ifthe list is empty (block 435), the application is marked as rejected

(block 437), a rejection message is sent to the applicant (block 425), and the method 400

terminates. If the applicant still qualifies for at least one credit product at block 435, the

method 400 continues the data evaluation phase at block 415. It will be appreciated that

the number of times an applicant is allowed to chose from the list may be limited.

Alternatively, the broker collects the additional information at block 429 but

skips the evaluation process represented by block 429. The applicant is still considered

qualified for the credit product, so the credit approval method 400 continues onto block

421, where the credit method 400 forwards the additional information to the lender for

decision making. In still another embodiment, the credit i^proval method 400 treats the

credit option as ifthere were no additional information required at block 419, passes the

application data to the lender at block 421, and the lender then contacts the applicant

with the additional questions. In this case, the method 400 mdicates to the applicant that

the application must be directiy evaluated by the lender at block 425.

The collected information required for the chosen credit option is submitted to

the associated lender (block 421)* In one embodiment, all the mformation collected is

transmitted to the associated lender as an encrypted email to the lender tiirough a

network connection between the broker's server and the lend^'s server as illustrated in

FIGs. 3A-C above. In an alt^ate embodiment, the broker's server generates and sends

a fax to the lender that contains the information. It will be readily understood that other

transmission medium can be substituted without exceeding the scope ofthe invention.

In yet another embodiment, the type of information submitted varies based on the

type of credit product and the provider. For example, if the applicant has chosen an

approved credit option, or ifa conditionally approved option is converted to

unconditionally approved at block 429, the information transmitted to the lender

specifies that this is a signup for an approved option and includes the appUcation data,

the credit history(ies) and credit score(s), and any firaud indicators. Ifthe applicant

chooses a conditionally approved credit option that cannot be approved online, the

incomplete information firom the basic application, plus any additional information

obtained at block 429, is submitted through the transmission medium between the broker

and the lender.
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After the method 400 sends tiie appropriate J^plication status message (approved,

conditionally approved, rejected, etc.) to the applicant at block 425, it performs certain

bookkeeping procedures (block 427) before exiting. In one embodiment, the

bookkeeping procedure records the identifier for the website that delivered the applicant

to the broker, all application data, decision data, and credit choices presented to the

applicant, and data regarding the applicant's interaction with the broker's server (e.g.,

date, pages accessed, applicant's network address, applicant's browser type, applicant's

operating system, etc.). In a furdier embodiment, the bookkeeping data is used to

provide the s^plication with an online status ofthe credit process.

Turning now to the details ofthe credit ^roval method 400, FIG. 5 illustrates

one embodiment ofa conq>any identification method SOO used in the data collection

phase ofFIG. 4. Whtte previously described as part ofthe processing represented by

block 401 m FIG. 4, one ofskill in tiie art will readily recognize that the company

identification method SOO can be deployed at any time after a company name has been

received by the broker server as part ofthe credit application. The company

identification method SOO uses the company name as a search key to locate similar

names m a company database (blodc 501). A list is created &om all company names that

match the search key to a pre-detOTmned degree and presented to the applicant (block

SOS), Assuming the correct company name appears on the list, the applicant will choose

it (block 507) and that name is returned to the credit approval method 400 (block 509).

Ifno matching names are found (block 503) or the applicant does not choose one

ofthe names on the list, the applicant can assert that the company name submitted on the

application is correct (block 51 1) and the asserted name is returned to the credit approval

method 400 (block 513). Ifthe company name submitted on the application is in error,

the applicant can correct the error and the company identification method 500 will use

tiie corrected data (block 515) to perform another search. While it will be appreciated

that the invention is not limited to a particular search methodology, a particular

embodiment ofthe company name database search is described in conjunction witii

FIGS. 9A-E further below, Furthemiore, one of skill in the art will immediately

recognize that the broker's server can also call an external search procedure that returns

its results to the company identification method SOO for fintfaer processmg.
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FIG. 6 illustrates one embodiment of a blocking method 600 that prevents an

application from being processed because of potential fraud or because the broker system

had recently processed a previous application from the same applicant. Whai the credit

approval method 400 illustrated in FIG. 4 calls the blocking method 600 during the data

collection phase, the blocking method determines if it is to perform a fraud analysis on

the application data (block 601). If so, various fraud criteria are used to detemune if the

application is likely to be fraudulent (block 602), If the analysis indicates potmtial fraud

(block 603), the appUcatioa is marked as blocked (block 61 1), which causes the credit

approval method 400 to letum a rejected message to die applicant

Conventional fraud detectors are used at block 602, e.g., lists of social security

numbers ofdead people, name address mismatch, etc., along v^th a unique series of

counters developed to detect online fraudulent activity by tracking certain patterns of

input as described in U.S. Patent application Serial No. 09/299,384, titied SYSTEM

AND METHOD FOR REDUCING FRAUD IN ONLINE FINANCIAL

APPLICATIONS, filed on April 27, 1999 and assigned to the assignee ofthe present

application. One such a counter records the number of times an £^plicant changes data

in a certain field or fields during a given online ''session.'' For example, ifthe user said

his checking account balance was $100 and then changed it to $10,000, this would count

as one change. A large number of changes is an mdication that the applicant is making

up numbers. Another sign ofpotential online fraud is the number of times identical

identity information appears in recent multiple sessions, such as a social security number

or a federal tax identification number.

If the credit approval method 400 has called the blocking method 600 to perform

a past activity analysis, the application database is searched usmg an unique identifier for

the applicant (block 605). Ifno record is foimd (block 607), one is created for the

applicant (block 613) and the application is allowed to proceed (block 615).

When using the blocking method 600, the credit analysis method 400 updates the

application database when the list of qualified credit options is presented to an applicant

at block 415 in FIG. 4 and also when application information is submitted to a lender at

block 425. Thus, when the application database search at block 605 returns an existing

record, the blocking method 600 detemiines ifthe blocking period stored in the record
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has expired (block 6 1 0). If it has, or if there is no blocking period specified, the

processing ofthe current application is allowed to continue (block 615). Otherwise, the

current explication is blocked (block 61 1).

In one embodiment, the length of time for \^^ch the current application is

blocked depends on the status of the previous application. Ifthe application was not

completed, a record would be created for the applicant at block 613 but there would be

no blocking period specified. Ifthe application was completed and a list of credit

options presented to the applicant, a pre-detennined defaudt blocking period would be

added to the record by the credit approval method 400 at block 415. If the applicant

chose a credit product jfrom a provider that required a blocking period diff(^^t than the

default, the associated record would be modified to reflect the required bloddng period

at block 425. In one embodiment, an application that was completed but rejected would

set a blocking period. In an alternate embodiment, a rejected application is not

considered in calculating the blocking period

Ifa new ^plication is received jfrom the applicant prior to the expimtion ofthe

blocking period, the new application will be blocked. In one embodiment, the applicant

is told to resubmit the new application at a later date. Alternatively, the data for the new

application can be recorded in the application database and given a different blocking

period, thus eliminating the need for the applicant to resubmit the data wfa» the blocking

period on the blocking application has expired.

As described above, the credit approval method 400 performs progressive

cumulative filtering on the application data at pre-determlned points during the data

collection phase. One embodiment of the filtering process 700 during the data collection

phase is illustrated in FIG. 7,

Each completed portion of the application may have specific data corresponding

to underwriting criteria specified by each lender for the credit products offered by that

provider. When the credit approval method 400 determines that one of the pre-

determined filtering points has been reached, the filtering process 700 extracts the

relevant data firom the cxmiulatively received application data (block 701) and compares

the relevant data against a corresponding subset of the xmdarwriting criteria for all the

credit options represented by the broker (block 703). If the comparison indicates that the
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applicant cannot qualify for any of the credit options (block 705), the application is

marked as rejected (block 707). For example, if the applicant wants a loan of $200,000,

lives in Idaho, and is in the Restaurant business, then it may be that there are no qualified

options.

In one embodiment illustrated in FIG. 7, the filtering method 700 collects

statistics about the reasons the application is rejected and uses those statistics to

determine an optimal ordering for the data on future applications (block 709, shown in

phantom). The analysis results in fbs screens containing the data most likely to cause an

application to be rejected to be sent to the applicant early in the application process so

that the applicant can be rejected once a minimal amount ofdata has been collected.

For Man5)le, suppose that the first three interactive screens contain the following

information:

screen 1: desired amount of credit and purpose of credit;

screen 2: state and zip code;

screen 3: years in business and type ofbusmess.

Each time that an applicant is rejected, the data is analyzed to detenmne the minimal

subsets ofknown parameters that would have resulted in this rejection. For instance, if

rejection occurred at the end ofscreen 2, then the following subsets are analyzed:

{desired amoimt of credit, purpose of credit, state, zip code}, i.e., the fiill set;

{desired amoxmt of credit, purpose of credit, zip code}

;

{desired amount of credit, purpose of credit, state};

{purpose of credit, state, zip code}

;

{purpose of credit, zip code};

{purpose of credit, state};

{desired amount of credit, state, dp code};

{desired amount of credit, zip code};

{desired amount of credit, state}; and

{ state, zip code}.

(Note that it is not necessary to examine subsets that were contained on screen 1 since in

this example there was no rejection because ofthe subsets on screen 1 .) Ifany ofthe

above subsets resulted in the rejection, then the minimum cardinality of all such rejection
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subsets is determined. For all rejection subsets with cardinality equal to the minimum

value, all member parameters as assigned one *Vote". After accumulation of a large

number of statistics, the votes are used to reorder the questions and screens. The

optimization process continues until a stable state is reached.

It will be appreciated that the statistics collected at block 709 can also be used for

other purposes.

In still another embodiment, the filtering process is incremental in that the credit

options for which the s^plicant qualifies as a result of filtering on earlier data are saved

and the data fi-om each subsequent screen is used to further wiimow down the number of

qualified credit options.

FIG. 8 illustrates one embodiment of a credit evaluation method 800 suitable for

use at block 41 1 of the credit approval method 400 in FIG. 4. The credit evaluation

method 800 relies on credit histories for the applicant (and business when appropriate)

and credit scoring to determine the credit options for which the applicant qualifies.

The method 800 obtains the credit history for the applicant firom an external

online database, such as those maintained by credit bureaus (block 801). When tiie

online credit history data includes independent data that overlaps data provided by the

applicant, a fiirther fi-aud analysis is performed (block 803). For example, ifthe

application is for business credit, the business's credit history often includes the industry

SIC code, A difference in the value provided by the applicant and that provided by the

credit history database is an indication ofpossible fiaud. If the application appears

fi:audulent or does not qualify for any of the credit options, the application is marked as

rejected (block 815). In an alternate embodiment, a firaudulent application is flagged but

not rejected.

If there is no indication of j&aud (block 805), a credit scoring process is

performed on the application data and the credit history data (block 807). The credit

scoring process can be performed directly by the broker's server, or can be executed on

another computer that returns the results to the broker server. For example, a credit

scoring system produced by HNC Software Inc. can be used to analyze the credit history

and output a credit score and certain standard firaud mdicators, e.g., file variation, name

variation, social security number variation, and address variation.
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The application data, certain pre-determined credit history fields (e.g., SIC code),

the credit score, and any fraud indicators are collectively compared to the approval or

conditional approval specifications associated with die credit options offered by the

various lenders represented by the broker (block 809). For some credit products, the

detailed imderwriting decision rules are implemented m proprietary systems owned by

the separate providers ("proprietary decision*^. When those types of products are

represented by the broker, one embodiment of the credit evaluation method 800 sends an

electronic message to all the relevant lenders at block 809, requesting their proprietary

decisions before creating the list of qualified credit options.

Assummg the application is at least conditionally approved, a list of the qualified

credit options is created for presentation to the applicant (block 813). The applicant can

click a button to obtain further details about any ofthe credit options in the list In one

embodiment, when an application is approved (and/or conditionally approved) on behalf

ofmore than one provider, the results are ordered witiiin the list based on a sort criteria

set by the broker. Some examples of such sort criteria include alphabetical, ascending

interest rate, descending credit amount, and/or tiie chronological sequence in which a

proprietary decision was returned to the broker.

When the application is for business credit, the credit histories for both the

business and tiie applicant may be required to determine the credit options. In this case,

the credit evaluation method 800 will initially evaluate the application using one of the

credit histories and only fetch the other credit history for further evaluation if the initial

evaluation produces one or more qualified credit options.

FIG. 9A illustrates an overview of one embodiment of the process ofa database

search method 900. As described with respect to FIG. 5 the system receives a company

identification from a user, and perfomis a search, returning a list ofmatches to the

applicant (block 505).

The company names database is preprocessed (block 901). This process may

occur at any time. This process is described in more detail with respect to FIG. 9B.

Hie search term received from the user is processed (block 903). The processing

is similar to the processing ofthe database.

The database is searched to match the search term to the processed database
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contents (block 905). This process is described in more detail witli respect to FIG. 9C.

It is determined whether the search returned any candidate matches (block 907).

Ifno results are returned, the process exits to FIG, 5, block 511. This is described above,

with respect to FIG. 5. If a result was found, the process continues to block 909.

The candidate matches are scored (block 909). The process of scoring is

described with respect to FIGs. 9D and 9E. The scored matches are sorted by score

(block 91 1), and the top scoring results are returned to the system (block 913), Based on

the result of the scoring, the set of matches are sorted so that candidate strings are in

declining order of score. Fiually, a leading subset is returned. For one embodhnent, the

size of this subset depends on the length ofthe input search name and on the relative

scores ofelements ofthe set For example, ifthe highest score were 14.5, then flie subset

returned might include all names with a score higher than 7.25, up to a maximum

number of names equal to 5 plus the number of characters in the input search name. As

described with respect to FIG. 5, these top scoring results are returned to the user, who is

prompted to select the appropriate result

FIG. 9B illustrates one embodhnent ofpre-processmg data in the database for the

search. For one embodiment, this process is done when the database is initially

downloaded. For another embodiment, this process may be done periodically, as the

database is updated.

The database is preprocessed (block 91 5) to contain only the upper case

alphanumeric characters (e.g., A-Z and 0-9) and common punctuation characters (e.g.,

space, period, comma, single quote, double quote, hyphen, ampersand, asterisk, and *@*).

It should be noted that the use of a constrained character set for the search does not

impose any inherent limitation on the final output, because the final ou^ut can revert to

a full character set Designate asN each item in the database minus pimctuation and

common words. For example, if the name is 'THE ABC SCANDINAVIAN

FURNITURE IMPORT CO., INC thenN is 'ABC SCANDINAVIAN FURNITURE

IMPORT.

Key "O" is generated by taking the leaduig characters ofeach entryN excepting

spaces (block 917). For one embodiment, this could be limited to 10 chamcters. In the

example, this would be 'ABCSCANDIN'.
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Key "P" is tiie same as "O", with first uncommon word removed (block 919), In

the example, this would be 'SCANDINAVI^

Key "Q" is the result of convertingN into a biased phonetic string (block 921).

An example ofa phonetic string would be 'BSMJNVNFRNTRMPRr, obtained by

deleting the vowels from the example string, considering C and S as eqmvalent, deleting

spaces, and compressing adjacent equivalent letters into a single letter. Alternatively, the

Soundex conversion may be used, with the leading character removed, as is known in the

art

For another embodiment, the biased phonetic string may be language specific.

For example, 'W in English is phonetically equivalent to 'OO', while in GermanW is

pronounced like the English *V\ For another embodiment, die phonetic conversion can

be biased towards invariance with respect to spelling errors. ITie best way to deal with

this is by processing characters in pairs and triplets, instead of processing them singly.

For instance, in English, TH* usually is pronounced as 'F. Also, *SH', 'OT, andTO have

special phonemes, TIO' is pronounced like 'SHA', and 'B' is silent in 'BT. Thus, the

phonetic conversion may use character sets instead of individual chamcters.

The lead characters of leading words ofN are converted mto a numeric value that

is invariant with respect to word permutation, this is designated key "R" (block 923).

For practical purposes, this could be based on the first 3 characters of the first 3 words.

In the example, these letters would be 'ABC, 'SCA*, and TUR\ If each letter were then

mapped into its alphabetic position (e.g., A=l, B=2, Z=26), then the numeric value

obtained by multiplication would belx2x3x 22 x3xlx6x 21x18.

There are many pairs of letters whose ordinality products are, say, 24. For

example, 'AX* is 1 x 24,W is 2 x 12, 'CH is 3 x 8, and *DF is 4 x 6. For one

embodiment, instead ofmapping A to Z into the mtegers 1 to 26, the characters are

mapped into the furst 26 primes (i.e., 2 to 101). For one embodiment, this mapping

orders the letters in ascending fi-equency of use, because this wUl lead to smaller

multiplicative products, which can then be processed and stored at lower precision.

For another embodiment, the first character ofthe word is mapped into the first

26 primes, the second character into the next 26 primes, and tiie third character into the

next 26 primes. The effect ofthis is to make the multiplicative product ofthe first three
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characters of the first three words invariant with respect to word order, but not invariant

with respect to character order within any word,

FIG. 9B illustrates the generation of four keys - O, P, Q, and R - as well as the

original raw search string N. One or more of these keys may be used to search the

database.

FIG, 9C illustmtes one embodiment of a search executed in the database. For one

embodiment, a database search is performed that generates a set that is the union of what

would be obtained from separate searches on the five keys N, O, P, Q, and R

The search term is processed similarly to the database processing described above

with respect to FIG. 9B. The results of the search term processing are designated for

the raw search string, O', F, Q', and R' for the various keys. For example, if is 'ABIE'S

SCANDANAVEN FUR^P then O' would be 'ABIESSCAND', P would be

'SCANDANAVE', and Q' would be 'BSNDNVNFRN'.

The keys N> O, P, and Q are searched for matches on leading characters ofN', O',

P', and Q*. In one embodiment, there are some parameters, PI through P3, specifying the

number of leading chaiacters. Key R is also searched for matches with R\ For one

embodiment, a search may be performed on key O with F, and on key P with O*, to

compensate for the possibility ofan omitted word

In the embodiment the process is:

• PI leading characters ofN' are used to searchN (block 923), the indexed

colmnn ofN procedure 2. In the example, with PI =7, this would be

'ABIES S' versus 'ABC SCA' which does not match.

• P2 leading characters of O' are used to search O. In the example, with P2=6,

this would be 'ABIESS' versus 'ABCSCA' which does not match.

• P2 leading characters of P' are used to search P. In the example, with P2=6,

this would be 'SCANDI' versus 'SCANDA which does not match.

• P2 leading characters of O' are used to search P. In the example, with P2=6,

this would be 'ABIESS' versus 'SCANDA which does not match.

• P2 leading characters ofF are used to search O (block 92S). In die example,

with P2=6, this would be 'SCANDr versus 'ABCSCA* which does not

match.
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• P3 leading characters ofQ are used to search Q (block 927). In the example,

with P3=8, this would be 'BSNDNVNF' versus 'BSNDNVNF' which

matches.

• R* is used to search R (block 929). Note that 1 x2x9x22x3x 1 x6x21 x

18 does not match 1 x 2 x 3 x 22 x 3 x 1 x 6 x 21 x 18.

A union of the above results is generated (block 931). In the example above,

smce Q* vs. Q yields a match, the set obtained by the union of these steps would include

the exampleN in the match set generated from N', For one embodiment, the results of

the four searches are combined, such that each term that is matched by each search is

listed in the result. In another embodiment, a subset of tiiese searches are p^ormed.

Rather than have fixed string length parameters PI, P2, P3, each of these

numbers can be adapted to the particular input search name. One possible way of doing

this is to pre-compute the frequency of character strings in the original very long list

For example, one could count all instances in which the relevant database column starts

with 'AAA*, 'AAB*, to 'ZZZ'. Say that 'STA is the most common set of starting

characters, occurring 100,000 times, while 'XXZ' occurs only once in the input data.

Then if the search string starts with 'STA' the parameter might be Pl=7, while if it starts

with 'XXZ' ttie parameter might be Pl=3.

The string length parameters can be computed determined dynamically in order

to have the corresponding set ofmatches fell within a desired range. (This is relevant

because certain lead strings are likely to have frequencies that may depend on ancillary

search criteria, e.g., among business names in general, the leading characters *TEX' may

be infrequent, but in subset of all business names in the state ofTEXAS, it is likely that a

very large number will begin with the string *TEX*.) For example, suppose the desired

range is 100 to 200 matches. Further suppose that starting with P2 = 8 gives only 10

matches. Then one could successively try P2 = 7, 6, etc., until the generated sublist

length exceeds 100. Clearly, the successive search could be done more efficiently as a

binary search, e.g., P2 = 4 followed by either P2 = 2 or P2 = 6, etc. If a step of 1 causes

the sublist length to jump over the desured range, then some appropriate terminating

condition would be applied.

There can be an arbitrary "esc^** in case any value of the parameter generates a
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sublist that is either too short or too long.

For one embodiment, the list ofresults may be organized by a number of hits. In

other words, if all ofthe above comparisons generated the same company name as a

result, that result is at the top of the list of results. For one embodiment, this list of

results is then presented directly to the user. For another embodiment, the process

described below is used to score the search results. FIG. 9D-E illustrate one embodiment

of the process of scoring the results ofthe database search. The scoring desoribed below

is performed on the results obtained from one or more of the database searches.

Figure 9D is a flowchart of one embodiment of character match scoring. This is

a low level procedure that establishes the degree to which two words are similar. For

one embodiment, this procedure starts wifli the first character ofeach word and slides to

the right in a zigzag manner identifying matching (equal) characters. Each time 2

matching characters are found, the process continues with the next character ofeach

word, until the ends ofthe words are reached.

The characters of the search term are identified as SI to Sm, and the characters of

the potential match term are identified as PI to Pn (block 935). Also, X is set to 1, and

Y is set to one more tiian a maximum displacement value (M). The maximum

displacement value is the maximum amount ofdisplacement between letters of? and S

that is considered acceptable. For one embodiment. Mis set to four. Alternative values

of displacement may be used, anything from one tom (the maximum length ofthe search

term).

It is determined whether S or P are out of letters (block 937). If either of the two

words are out of letters, the process continues to block 939. If neither P nor S are out of

letters, the process continues to block 943.

Ifone of the words is out of letters, a word match score is calculated for the terms

S and P (block 939), For example, the number ofmatching letters may be 6. The longer

word may have 9 letters, and the shorter word may have 7 letters. A possible scoring

formula would be the number of matches multiplied by the ratio ofthe shorter word to

the longer word, i.e., 6x7/9 = 4.667. In general, the formula should reward longer

matches.

The process then tests wheth^ Ihere are any remaining words (block 941). If
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there are remaining words, the process returns to block 935. Ottierwise, the character

match process terminates.

If at block 937, neither of the words were out of letters, the process continued to

block 943.

It is determined whether SX and PY match (block 943). On the initial

comparison, this compares the first letter of S to the third letter ofP, ifM = 2. If a match

is found, the process increments the match counter by one, and mcrements bothX and Y
by one (block 945). The process then returns to block 937.

If no match is foimd, X is incremented by one, and Y is decremented by one

(block 947).

The process then tests whether Y = 0 (block 949). IfY 9t 0, Ae pioceiss returns

back to block 937. IfY = 0, the process continues to block 951.

The first letters ofS and P are deleted, and the values ofX and Y are reset to 1

and M+ 1 respectively (block 951), Now, the formerly second letter of S and P have

become the first letters. The process then returns to block 937.

The procedure above matches one word against another word. This process fails

to compensate for eliding ofwords. For example, if'WILLOWBROOK' and 'WILLOW

BROOKE* might denote the same name. For one embodiment, ifthe woids to be

compared are of equal length the procedure above is used. For one embodiment, ifthe

length of the words is imequal, the shorter word is concatenated with the next word in the

name (ifthere is one) to see if this change results in a higher score. For example,

'WILLOWBROOK' versus 'WILLOW might yield a score of 6 x 6 / 1 1 = 3.3, while

'WILLOWBROOK* versus 'WILLOW concatenated with 'BROOKE' might yield a score

of 11x10/11 = 10.0,

Figure 9E is a flowchart ofone embodiment of the word match. The word match

is a higher level procedure that applies a zigzag process to words instead of letters. For

one embodiment, the process evaluates all possible word-to-word match scoies up to a

given relative word displacement, chooses the pair with the highest matching score

above some threshold T and then progresses to the right. For example, suppose the

comparison may be between the strings 'THE ABC SCANDANAVIAN FURNITURE

CO INC and 'ABIES SCANDANAVEN FURN*.
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The words of the search tenn are identified as Tl to Tm, and the words ofthe

possible match are identified as Ml to Mn. The value ofA is set to one. (block 965).

The process tests whether the value ofA is greater than nL If so, then there are

no more search term words remaining, and the process continues to block 977, If the

value ofA is less than m, the process continues to block 969.

The word TA is compared to Ml through Mn, and the highest character match

score is determined (block 969). For one embodiment, the character match score is

determined as described above with respect to Figure 9D. Alternative methods of

determining a character match score may be used. For example, the match score may

simply compare the number ofmatching letters, by removing all ofthe non-matching

letters, and determining how many letters remain. Alternative methods may be used to

determine a character match score. In Hbc example described above, the comparison

would be THE' and 'ABIES', THE' and 'SCANDANAVEN', 'ABC and 'ABIES', 'THE'

and 'FURN', and 'SCANDANAVIAN' and 'ABIES', Ofthese possibUities, the one with

the highest word to word match score is 'ABC and 'ABIES'. The same procedure would

estabUsh that 'SCAl^INAVIAN' best matches 'SCANDANAVEN'. The same

procedure would establish that TURNTTURE' best matches 'FURN'.

It is determined vdietfaer the highest character match score is above a threshold

(block 971). The threshold may be set to any number. For example, the threshold may

be set to test whether at least half ofthe letters match. In flie example above, the high

score between ABC and ABIES is T=2, for example, and this may be considered as not

matching.

If the score is above the threshold, the character match score for that word is

stored (block 973), The value ofA is then incremented (block 975), and the process

returns to block 967.

If the score is below the threshold, the character match score is not stored, and the

process continues directly to block 975, where A is incremented.

When the value ofA is greater than the value ofm, e.g. there are no more words

for comparison, the process continues to block 977. The total score for flie potential

match is calculated based on the stored character match scores (block 977). For one

embodiment, the overall score for the string match uses a formula that depends on the
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combination of the matching word scores. For example, a possible formula is Wl + W2

+ W3. In general, the formula rewards more word matches and higher scoring matches.

This score is the final score for the match.

Then, the process determines whether there are any further potential matches that

have not been scored (block 979). Ifthere are remaining potential matches, the process

returns to block 965. The scoring process then terminates, to block 911, and the

potential matches are sorted by score.

The objective of the company name matching process is eflSciency in reducing

the very long list ofnames to a much shorter list without dropping the particular desired

matching entry.

The particular methods performed by a server computer for an online broker

when executing an embodiment ofthe invention have been described. The method

performed by the server computer has been shown by reference to a series of flowcharts

includmg all the acts from 401 until 437, from 501 until 5 13, from 601 until 61 5, from

701 until 709, from 801 until 813, and from 901 until 979.

TmplftTTiftntfltinTi

In this section ofthe detailed description, an application data structure and a

provider underwriting criteria data structure used in a particular implementation ofthe

invention are described with reference to FIGs. 10 and 1 1

.

FIG, 10 illustrates one embodhnent of an application data structure 1000 used to

store application information in the application database 327 shown in FIG. 3C and used

in conjunction with the credit approval method 400 and the blocking method 600

described in the previous section. The application data structure 1000 is keyed on the

applicant's social security number 1001 and a federal tax identifier number 1003.

Optional auxiliary identifiers 1005 (shown in phantom), such as name, address, phone

number, etc., can also be present in the application data structure 1000. As described

previously, the application data structure 1000 is used to determine ifan application is

blocked by a prior application, so a time and date stamp 1007 and a status 1009 of a

completed Explication are stored in the data structure 1000, along vnth any blocking

period 1011 that will be imposed on a subsequent application fit)m die same applicant
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Each credit provider represented by the online broker offers one or more credit

products throiigh the broker. The underwriting specification for the credit products are

maintained in the provider underwriting criteria database 337 of FIG. 3C as a provider

underwriting criteria data structure 1 100 shown in FIG. 11, and used by the credit

approval method 400, the filtering method 700, and the credit evaluation method 800 as

described in the previous section.

An instance ofthe data structure 1 100 for each provider is identified by a

provider identifier 1101. Each credit product offered by the provider is stored in a credit

product entry 1 1 03. The credit product entry 1 103 includes an identifier 1 105 for the

credit product, the type ofcredit product 1 107 (an operating loan, equipment loan, lease,

line of credit, credit card, etc.), and the approval category 1 109 (unconditionally

approved, conditionally approved). Each instance also contains a series offields that

contain underwriting criteria specified by the credit provider for the particular credit

product for comparison against the value ofcorresponding fields on the application and

with values generated during the credit approval process. Such fields may include the

following:

allowed amount of credit 1111;

purpose of credit (e.g., construction, expansion, inventory) 1113;

type of business (SIC code) 1 1 15;

geographical location (e.g., state, zip code) 1 1 17;

years in business 1 1 19;

annual income 1 121;

checking account balance 1123;

years as owner 1 125;

percent ownership 1 127;

credit score 1129;

bankruptcies 1131.

For each field 1111-1 131, the provider criterion may specify an upper limit, a

lower limit, or both, one or more allowed ranges, one or more forbidden ranges, a

specific or an allowed set ofvalues, or a null value that signifies that the data is not

important. For example, the entry for credit productX in the provider underwriting
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criteria data sfnicture 1100 for lenderA may specify that an applicant can only qualify

for the credit product if:

$10,000 < desired amount of credit < $20,000 (corresponds to allowed amount of

credit 1111);

purpose of credit 1 1 1 3 9t construction;

type ofbusiness 1 1 1 5 7t restaurant or bar,

state 1117 = CA, OR, or WA;

years in business 1119 > 1;

years as owner 1 125 > 1;

percent ownership 1 127 > 50%;

credit score 1 129 > 210; and

bankruptcies 113K 1,

while the applicant's zip code, annual income and checking account balance are not

important

The provider underwriting criteria data structure 1 100 also specifies the blocking

period 1133 required by the particular provider when an application has been ^proved

for a credit product that corresponds to credit product entry 1 103. The particular

characteristics ofthe credit products, such as fees, interest rate, offer period, etc., can

also be stored in the provider underwriting criteria data structure 1 100 as credit product

attributes 1135.

It will be appreciated that the order of the fields within the data structures 1000

and 1 1 00 is not critical and that one or more fields can be added or deleted without

affecting the scope ofthe invention.

Conclusion

An online broker that enables an applicant to apply online for multiple credit

products firom multiple credit providers has been described. The present invention

allows local decisioning in that the broker has underwritmg criteria of each lender. When

an application is received, the broker need obtain the credit history information only

once to evaluate it against all lenders* criteria to determine tiie products for which the

applicant is qualified. The ^plicant then chooses one ofthese products. Thus, the
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applicant's sensitive infonnation is forwarded only to one chosen lender as opposed to

broadcast decisioning, in which the applicant's data is broadcast to many providers so

that they can determine the applicant's eligibility for their products. Local decisioning

protects tiie applicant and also increases the speed at which the applicant can be

approved

The online broker also enables the fungibility ofcredit products. Fungibility

refers to the possibility ofan applicant possibly being given a choice of different types of

credit, e.g., a loan, a line ofcredit, or an equipment lease, instead ofbeing confined to a

single type ofcredit.

Although specific embodiments have been illustrated and described herein, it will

be appreciated by those ofordinary skill in the art that any arrangement which is

calculated to achieve the same purpose may be substituted for the specific embodiments

shown. This application is intended to cover any adaptations or variations ofthe present

invention.

The terminology used in this application witii respect to networks, client

computers, and server computers is meant to include all such environments commonly

understood by those of skill m the art Therefore, it is manifestiy mtended that this

invention be limited only by the following claims and equivalents thereof
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CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1 . A computerized method for online brokering ofmultiple credit products

associated with multiple credit providers comprising:

collecting application data from an online applicant;

rejecting the online application at a pie-determined point when tiie application

data cumulatively collected tails a progressive cumulative filtering for the multiple credit

products;

evaluating the application data against underwriting criteria for each of the

multiple credit products when all the application data is collected;

rejecting the online applicant when the application data cannot satisfy the

underwriting criteria for any of the multiple credit products;

qualifying the online applicant for each credit product having underwriting

criteria that are satisfied by the application data;

requesting a choice of a qualified credit option fi-om tibe online applicant; and

forwarding the application data to the credit provider associated with the chosen

qualified credit product.

2. The computerized metiiod of claim 1 , wherein the application data comprises a

series ofsheens, the application data is collected one screen at a time, and the pre-

determined point is upon collection ofeach screen.

3. The computerized method ofclaim 2, wherein each screen corresponds to a page

ofa physical credit application.

4. The computerized method of claim 1, wherein qualifying the online applicant

comprises:

conditionally approving the online applicant when additional application data is

necessary to unconditionally approve the online applicant.
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5. The computerized method ofclaim 4, further comprising:

collecting the additional application data;

unconditionally approving the online applicant when the additional application

data satisfies requirements specified by the underwriting criteria for unconditional

approval ofthe chosen qualified credit product;

rejecting the online application when the additional ^plication data does not

satisfy the requirements specified by the underwriting criteria for imconditional approval

ofthe chosen qualified credit product; and

forwarding the additional data to the credit provider associated with the chosen

qualified credit product when the requirements for unconditional approval of the chosen

qualified credit product are not specified by the underwriting criteria,

6. The computerized method ofclaim 1, wherein qualifying the online applicant

comprises:

unconditionally approving the online application when the application data

satisfies requirements specified by the underwriting criteria for unconditional approval of

the chosen qualified credit product

7. A computer-readable medium having computer-executable instructions to cause a

server computer for an online broker offering multiple credit options to perform a

method comprising:

receiving application data firom an applicant coupled to the server computer

through a computer network;

sending a rejection message to the applicant when the application data

cumulatively received at a first pre-determined point disqualifies Ifae applicant from all of

the multiple credit options;

creating a list of qualified credit options from the multiple credit options when all

the application data is received;

sending the list to the applicant when the list contains at least one qualified credit

option;

receiving a choice of a qualified credit option from the applicant;.
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forwarding the application data to a credit provider associated with the diosen

qualified credit option; and

sending an application status to the applicant.

8. The computer-readable medium ofclaim 7, wherein each credit option comprises

a credit product and a credit provider for the credit product

9. The computer-readable medium ofclaim 7, wherein the application data

cumulatively received at the first pre-determined point is evaluated against a subset of

underwriting criteria for the multiple credit options to determine ifthe applicant is

disqualified fi-om all of the multiple ciedit options.

1 0. The computer-readable medium ofclaim 9, wherein the method fiirther

comprises:

obtaining a portion ofthe underwriting criteria fi:om a credit provider associated

with each one ofthe multiple credit options.

1 1 . The computer-readable medium ofclaim 7, wherein tiie application data is

evaluated against past activity criteria at a second pre-determined point to detomine if

the applicant should be blocked from £^plying for credit from the online broker.

1 2. The computer-readable medium ofclaim 1 1 , wherein the method fiirther

comprises:

creating the past activity criteria based on application data previously submitted

by the applicant to the online broker.

13 . The computer-readable medium ofclaim 7, ^erem the application data is

evaluated against fi:aud criteria at a third pre-determined point to determine ifthe

applicant should be blocked from applying for credit from the onlme broker.
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14. The computer-readable mecUum ofclaim 7, wherein the application data is

evaluated against underwriting criteria for each of die multiple credit options to create

the list of qualified credit options.

15. The computer-readable medium ofclaim 14, wherein the method further

comprises:

obtaining the underwriting criteria firom a credit provider associated vdth each

one ofthe multiple credit options.

16. The computer-readable medium ofclaim 7, wherein the method further

comprises:

receivmg additional data firom the applicant when the chosen qualified credit

option requires the additional data;

revising the list to exclude the chosen qualified credit option if the additional data

disqualifies the applicant fiom the chosm qualified credit option; and

sending the revised list to the applicant when the revised list contains at least one

qualified credit option.

17. The computer-readable medium ofclaim 16, wherein the method further

comprises:

sending the additional data to the credit provider associated with the chosen

qualified credit option; and

receiving an indication fix)m the credit provider that the applicant is approved for

the chosen qualified credit option.

18. The computer-readable medium ofclaim 7, wherein the application data

comprises a company name and having further computer-readable instructions

comprising:

searching for company information associated ^th the company name.
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1 9. The computer-readable medium ofclaim 7, wherein the method fiirttier

comprises:

receiving accounting information from the credit provider associated with the

chosen qualified credit option.

20. A computer-readable medium having stored thereon an application data structure

comprising:

an applicant id^tifier field containing data representing a social security number

for an applicant;

a tax identifier field containing data representing a federal tax identifier for the

applicant identified by the applicant identifier field;

a time/date field containing data representing a time and date ofa credit

application submitted by the ^plicant identified by the applicant identifier field;

a status field containing data representing a processing status for a credit

application submitted by the applicant identified by the appUcant identifier field; and

a blocking field containing data representing a time period in which a subsequent

application submitted by the applicant identified by the applicant identifier field cannot

be processed.

2 1 . The con^uter-readable medium ofclaim 20 fiirther comprising:

an auxiliary identifier field containing data representing additional data

associated with the applicant identified by the appUcant identifier field

22. A computer-readable medium having stored thereon an application data structure

comprising:

a provider idmtifier field containing data representing an identifier for a credit

provider, and .

at least one credit product field containing data representing an entry for a credit

product offered by the credit provider idmtified by the provider identifier field, wherein

the credit product field comprises:

a product identifier field containing data rq)resenting an identifier for a
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credit product offered by the credit pro>dder identified by the provider identifier field;

a credit type field containing data representing a type for the credit

product identified by the product identifier field;

an approval category field containing data representing an approval

category for the credit product identified by the product identifio: field;

an allowed amount ofcredit field containing data representing monetary

amount underwriting crit^a for the credit product identified by the product identifier

field;

a purpose of credit field containing data representing credit purpose

underwriting criteria for the credit product identified by the product identifier field;

a type of bxisiness field containing data representing business type

underwriting criteria for the credit product identified by the product identifier field;

a geographic location field containing data representing location

underwriting criteria for the credit product identified by the product identifier field;

a years in business field containing data representing business duration

underwriting criteria for the credit product identified by the product identifier field;

an annual income field containing data representing income underwriting

criteria for the credit product identified by the product identifier field;

a checking account balance field containing data representing cash

underwriting critoia for the credit product identified by the product identifier field;

a years as owner field contaming data representing ownership duration

underwriting criteria for the credit product identified by die product identiifier field;

a percent owner^p field containing data representmg ownership

percentage underwriting criteria for the credit product identified by the product identifier

field;

a bankruptcies field containing data representing bankruptcy underwriting

criteria for the credit product identified by the product identifier field; and

a blocking period field containing data representing an amount oftime for

which a subsequent appUcation fix>m a applicant will be disallowed vAiexi the applicant

has applied for the credit product identified by the product identifier field.
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23. The computer-readable me^um ofclaim 22, whmin the data representing

underwriting criteria in each field is selected from the group consisting ofan upper limit

value, a lower limit value, at least one allowed range ofvalues, at least one forbidden

range ofvalues, a specific allowed set ofvalues, a specific disallowed set ofvalues, or a

null value.

24. The computer-readable medium ofclaim 22 further comprising a credit product

attributes field containing data representing characteristics for the credit product

.

identified by the product identifier field.

25. A method ofcommunicating between a client computer for a credit applicant and

server computer for an online credit broker, the method comprising:

sending, by the client computer, a request for a credit application;

performing a data collection process as a result of the request for the credit

Implication until a rejection message is sent to the client computer or until all portions of

the credit application are received, the data collection process comprising:

sending, by the server computer, a portion ofthe credit application to the

client computer;

sliding, by the client conq>uter, a corresponding completed portion to the

server computer after the applicant has input data to the portion received fix>m the server;

filt^ing, by the server computer, the credit application based on the data

on the completed portions cumulatively received from the client;

sending, by the server computer, a rejection message to flie client

computer when the filtering disqualifies the applicant from all credit options offered by

the onlhie broker; and

sending, by the server computer, a subsequent portion ofthe credit

application to tiie client computer when the filtering determines the applicant remains

qualified for at least one ofthe credit options offered by tixe online broker; and

performing a data evaluation process when all portions of the credit application

are received and a rejection message has not been sent to the client computer, ttie data

evaluation process comprising:
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evaluating, by the server computer, the data on fee credit application

against underwriting criteria for each ofthe credit options;

creating, by the server computer, a list ofthe credit options for which the

applicant is determined qualified by the evaluation;

sending, by the server computer, the list to the client computer;

sending, by the client computer, a choice ofa credit option to the server

computer when the applicant has chosen a credit option from the list received from the

servo:; and

sending, by the server computer, a status for the chosen credit option to

the client computer when the credit application has been submitted to a credit provider

identified by the chosen credit option.

26. The method of claim 25, wherein the data evaluation process further comprises:

determining, by the server computer, ifthe chosen credit option requires

additional data;

sending, by the server computer, a request for additional data to the client

computer as a result ofdetermining that the chosen credit option requires the additional

data;

sending, by the client computer, the additional data to the server computer as a

result of receivmg the request for the additional data when die applicant has mput the

additional data;

evaluating, by the server computer, the additional data against the underwriting

criteria for the chosen credit option in response to receiving the additional data;

revising, by the server computer, the list vvdien the evaluation ofthe additional

data disqualifies the applicant from the chosen credit option;

sending, by the server computer, a revised list to the client compute when tiiere

is at least one credit option on the revised list; and

sending, by the server computer, a rejection message to the client computer if

there are no credit options on the revised list
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27. A computer-readable medium having stored thereon computers-executable logic

for an online broker offering multiple credit options, the logic comprising:

an applicant interface for receiving completed portions ofa credit application

from an applicant and for returning messages from the onlme broker to the applicant;

credit approval logic coupled to the applicant inter&ce for blocking the

application, for rejecting the application, and for approving the application for one ofa

set of qualified credit options;

blocking logic coupled to the credit approval logic for determining if the

^plication should be blocked because of a previous application or because of fiaud;

filtering logic coupled to the credit approval logic for performing a preliminary

evaluation of the portions of the application cumulatively received to determine ifthe

applicant is qualified for any of the multiple credit options; and

credit evaluation logic coiq)led to the credit approval logic for determining the set

of qualified credit options for the applicant

28. The computer-readable medium ofclaim 27 having further computer-executable

logic comprising:

a provider mterfece for exchanging messages and data with a credit provider for

at least one ofthe multiple credit options.

29. The computer-readable medium ofcl^ 27 having further computer-executable

logic comprising:

company identification logic for obtaining company information for a company

name.

30. A method ofproviding business credit over a network, the method comprising:

maintaining a database of a plurality of potential lenders, including imderwriting

criteria for each ofthe plurality oflenders;

initiating a credit approval process upon receiving an application from a user for

busmess credit comprising:

retrieving other data about the user based on information in the
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application;

matching the application and the information against the underwriting

criteria;

determining ifthe user is qualified for any business credit;

displaying options for the business credit, and pennitting a user to select

an option; and

during the credit approval process:

performing a progressive cumulative filtering against the lending criteria

at a pre-determined point in the credit application process, to determine ifthere are any

qualified options remaining at each stage ofthe credit application process; and

terminating the credit ^plication process, at any stage ofthe credit

application process, if there are no qualified options.

3 1 . The method of 30 fiirther comprising:

requesting a company name from the applicant; and

using the company name &om the applicant as a search term to match against a

database ofpotential company names.

32. The method ofclaim 3 1 , wherein matchmg the company name comprises:

preprocessing the database to goierate at lea^ one mappuxg ofthe potential

company names;

processing the search term to generate at least one mapping ofthe search term;

comparing the mappings ofthe database and the search term; and

generating a single set of results based on the comparisort

33. The method ofclaim 32 fiirdier comprising:

scoring a company name corresponding to each result in the single set of results;

and

returning to the applicant a subset ofthe results, for the applicant to select a

correct company name.
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34. The method of claim 33, A^eiein the scoring comprises:

perfonning a word match to determine a best match for each word in the search

result and each word in a potential match; and

ifthe match score is above a threshold, adding the match score to the total for the

potential match.

35. The method of 34 further comprismg:

perfonning a character match comparison to determme the best match for each

word.

36. A computer data signal embodied in a carrier wave and representing computer-

executable instructions to cause a server computer for an online broker offering multiple

credit options to perform a method comprising:

receiving application data from an applicant coupled to the server computer

through a computer network, wherein the application data comprises multiple parts;

sending a rejection message to the applicant if the application data cumulatively

received disqualifies the applicant from all ofthe multiple credit options;

creating a list ofqualified credit options from the multiple credit options when all

die parts of the application are received;

sending the list to the applicant vihcn the list contains at least one qualified credit

option;

leceiving a choice ofa qualified credit option fix)m the applicant

forwarding the application data to a credit provider associated with the chosen

qualified crecUt option; and

sending an sqpplication status to the applicant

37. The computer data signal of claim 36, vAierein each credit option comprises a

credit product and a credit provider for the credit product

38. The computer data signal ofclaim 36, wherein the data from a first pre-

determined number of parts ofthe application is evaluated against a subset of
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underwnting criteria for the multiple credit options when the data is received to

determine if the applicant is disqualified from all of the multiple credit options.

39. The computer data signal ofclaim 38, wherein the method further comprises:

obtaining a portion ofthe underwriting criteria from a credit provider associated

with each one of the multiple credit options.

40. The computer data signal ofclaim 36, wherein the data fiiom a first pre-

determined number ofparts ofthe application is evaluated against past activity criteria to

determine ifthe 2q>plicant should be blocked from applying for credit fiom the online

broker.

4 1 . The computer data signal ofclaim 40, wherein the method further comprises:

creating the past activity criteria based on application data previously submitted

by the applicant to the online broker.

42. The computer data signal ofclaim 36, wherein the data fix)m a third pre-

determined number ofparts ofthe application is evaluated against finaud criteria to

determine ifthe applicant should be blocked from applying for credit fiom the online

broker.

43. The computer data signal ofclaim 36, wherein the data fiom all the parts of the

application are evaluated against underwriting criteria for each ofthe multiple credit

options to create the list ofqualified credit options.

44. The computer data signal ofclaim 43, wherein the method furtho: comprises:

obtaining the underwriting criteria from a credit provider associated with each

one ofthe multiple credit options.

45. The computer data signal ofclaim 36, wherein the method further comprises:

receiving additional data fix)m the applicant when the chosen qualified credit
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option requires fhe additional data;

revising tilie list to exclude the chosen qualified credit option if the additional data

disqualifies the applicant firom the chosen qualified credit option; and

siding the revised list to the applicant wh» the revised list contains at least one

qualified credit option.

46. The computer data signal ofclaim 45, wherein the method furth^ comprises:

sending the additional data to the credit provider associated with &e chosen

qualified credit option; and

receiving an indication fi'om the credit provider that the applicant is approved for

the chosen qualified credit option.

47. The computer data signal of claim 36, wherein the application data comprises a

company name and further representing computer-readable instructions comprising:

searching for company information associated with the company name.

48. The computer data signal of claim 36, wherein the method further comprises:

receiving accounting information from the credit provider associated with the

chosen qualified credit option.

49. A server computer system for an online credit broker comprising:

a processing unit operable for coupling to a network through a system bus;

a memory coupled to the processing imit through the system bus;

a computer-readable medium coupled to the processing unit through the system

bus, the computer-readable medium having stored thereon underwriting criteria for a

plurality ofcredit products associated with a plurality ofcredit providers;

a credit appiovel program executed fi'om the computer-readable medium by the

processing unit, wherein the credit approval program causes the processing unit to:

collect application data fix)m an online applicant coupled to the network;

reject the online application when the application data cumulatively

collected at a pre-determined point fails a progressive cumulative filtering based on the
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underwriting criteria for the plurality ofcredit products;

evaluate the application data against the underwriting critseria for each of

the plurality of credit products when all the application data is collected;

reject the online applicant when the application data cannot satisfy the

underwriting criteria for any ofthe plurality ofcredit products;

qualify the online applicant for each credit product having underwriting

criteria that are satisfied by the application data;

request a choice of a qualified credit option from the online applicant; and

forward the application data to the credit provider associated with the

chosen qualified credit product.

50. The server computer system ofclaim 49, wherein the credit approval program

fiirther causes the processing unit to conditionally approve the online applicant when

qualifying the online applicant if additional application data is necessary to

unconditionally approve the online applicant

5 1 . The server computer system ofclaim SO, wherein the credit ^proval program

fiirther causes the processing unit to:

collect the additional application data;

unconditionally approve die online £^plicant when the additional application data

satisfies requirements specified by the underwriting criteria for unconditional approval of

the chosen qualified credit product;

reject the online application when the additional s^lication data does not satisfy

the requirements specified by the underwriting criteria for unconditional approval of the

chosen qualified credit product; and

forward the additional data to the credit provider associated with the chosen

qualified credit product when the requirements for unconditional approval ofthe chosen

qualified credit product are not specified by the underwriting criteria.

52. The server computer system ofclaim 49, wherein the credit approval program

fiirther causes the processing unit to unconditionally approve the online application when
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qualifying the online applicant if the application data satisfies requirements specified by

the underwriting criteria for unconditional approval ofthe chosoi qualified credit

product.

53 . An apparatus comprising:

an applicant intei&ce means for receiving completed portions ofa credit

application from an applicant and for returning messages from an online broker to the

applicant;

credit approval means coupled to the applicant interfece means for blocking the

application, for rejecting the application, and for q)proving the application for one ofa

set of qualified credit options;

blocking means coupled to the credit approval means for determining if the

application should be blocked because ofa previous application or because of fraud;

filtering means coupled to the credit approval means for performing a preliminary

evaluation of the portions of the application cumulatively received to determine if the

applicant is qualified for any ofthe multiple credit options; and

credit evaluation means coupled to the credit ^proval means for determining the

set ofqualified credit options for the applicant

54. Hie apparatus of claim S3 further conqprising:

a provider interface means coupled to the credit approval means for exchanging

messages and data with a credit provider for at least one ofthe multiple credit options.

55. The apparatus ofclaim S3 ftirflio: comprising:

company identification means coupled to the credit approval means for obtaining

company information for a company name.
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